
BOOKS: 

Month
Unit/Chapter/Topic Learning Objective

APRIL
Ch 3 Our Occupation to help the children to know some 

important occupation

role play https://images.app.goo.gl/2afXy

RBMXKyqANuy7

MAY
Ch 4 Our Monuments to make aware about important 

monuments of India

pictures of monuments

visit to historical place

https://images.app.goo.gl/4PtCk

wUJukkU4NnNA

JUNE

Ch 8 Transportation to make studens aware about 

various modes of transportation

charts of different 

transportation

https://images.app.goo.gl/y6kc6

QfvCVQGS8rBA

MAP -mark all the oceans and continents 

on the physical map of the world

AUGUST
Ch-10

Animals useful to man

to help the children to understand the 

 usefulness of animal for man

explanation method https://images.app.goo.gl/HVHd

NnhgNYiaLSR46

Ch 12 Conservation of forest to know the importance of 

 forest conservation

audio visual aids https://images.app.goo.gl/AGmc

teqLHYzaKhq37

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER Ch 15 Maps and Globes to know about the elements of maps 

and globes

big size various types of 

maps and globe

https://images.app.goo.gl/3oofh

WPKt6k2anPx6

NOVEMBER Ch 16 Our Ancestors early man to know about ancient humans  through examples https://images.app.goo.gl/StJwF

DzeS3BmYQeb6

DECEMBER Ch 17-Physical features of India to know the mountain ranges of 

Himalayas, plains and islands

smart board or PPT https://images.app.goo.gl/StJwF

DzeS3BmYQeb6

Ch 18 Agriculture to help the children know about the 

live stock rearing

chart showing major crop 

areas of India

https://images.app.goo.gl/Pa4V

Wf1nwHnkC2pd9

Ch 19.  Immortal Personalities to know about the struggle for freedom 

of India

pictures of leaders and 

freedom fighters of 

India,role play

https://images.app.goo.gl/Pa4V

Wf1nwHnkC2pd9JANUARY
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JULY

First Terminal Exams 

MAP -locate all the states of India with their capitals on the political map of India

NOTE- ch 3 our occupation will be repeated in term 2
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Learning Outcomes/Skills learnt by students

students will be able to know the meaning of 

occupation.

children will be able to know about some important 

monuments of India

children will be able to know  various means of 

transportation

Why and how the animal should be taken  care of

know about chipko movement and importance in 

saving trees

to know about the difference between a map and a 

globe

to know about the discovery of tools ,fire andcaves

to know about the Indo Gangotri plain desert and 

Coastal plains , plateaus and Islands

various types of crops

to know about various freedom movements and 

Indian National army
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